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Layoff. Reduction-In-Force. Headcount

Reduction. Downsizing.  No matter what

you call it, letting go of  employees is one of

the most difficult and sensitive activities

that companies face. And yet, more than

85% of Fortune 500 companies have

downsized at some point, and virtually

every sector of the economy has

experienced a

reduction-in-force.[i] 

Like any other organizational change,

layoffs can happen in more and less

effective ways. Conducting layoffs in a

thoughtful, organized and compassionate

manner is important for several reasons.

For one thing, having all your ducks in a row

as you go through a downsizing helps to

minimize legal action and other potentially

negative responses.

Treating departing employees well through

the process also generates good will and

helps to maintain your organization’s

reputation in the community and industry.

It reinforces your employment brand,

employee experience and goes a long way 

toward boosting your future recruiting

efforts, something you don’t want to injure

unnecessarily.

In addition, you also have “surviving”

employees to think about.  These are the

people you are relying on to stay motivated

so that the business can keep moving

forward.  Surviving employees are being

forced to go through a significant

organizational change as they lose

colleagues and work is reorganized in the

wake of layoffs. How you communicate and

manage that change has a huge impact on

these employees, and the last thing you

want to do is to demotivate or risk losing

the people you want and need to stay.

So how do you proceed through a

downsizing in a way that makes it the best

experience possible for everyone involved?

Preparation is key, so it is important to plan

as thoroughly as possible up front.  

 

We have identified four critical focus areas

for navigating layoffs successfully: 
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Planning Team

Conducting Notifications

Notification Strategy and Plan

Organizational Renewal

FOUR CRITICAL AREAS TO
SUCCESSFULLY
NAVIGATE LAYOFFS



We start with the assumption that decisions

about how many and which employees to

include in the layoff have been made. These

decisions are not a trivial part of the overall

effort. They require significant

consideration by executives and managers,

human resources and legal professionals

to define the selection process and criteria

(i.e., performance, role, job classification,

knowledge and skills) and identify

individuals to be laid off. Our focus here is

how you can proceed through the layoff

process, once you’ve identified who will be

impacted, in the most compassionate way

possible.

Downsizing is not a one-person show.  You

need a team of people involved in the

planning and preparation.  

 

Your layoff planning team members need to

represent a variety of perspectives and

expertise. Layoff preparations are typically

led by Human Resources (HR), and you will

want to include key HR professionals on the

team. Who and how many you include

depend on the size of your company and the

extent and reach of the layoffs. You will

want strong HR folks who can roll up

their sleeves to work through the tough and

emotional effort it takes to get through a

downsizing successfully. 

 

Since there are extensive legal

considerations to a downsizing, you will

want an employment attorney on the

planning team. Whether you include

internal or external counsel, legal expertise

is essential for guidance around avoiding

adverse action/disparate impact and

adhering to federal and state regulations.
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PLANNING TEAM

“The per-employee cost of
providing these career

transition services is minimal
compared to the negative

publicity that can be
generated by a workforce

reduction.”
- President & CEO



You may also need an IT person on the team

to help you think through, decide and

prepare for any technology implications

such as deactivating access and accounts as

soon as layoff notifications take place.

An Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

representative may be another important

planning team member. Your company’s

EAP can play a critical role by providing

skilled counseling support to employees

during and after the layoffs.

It is also valuable to have an outplacement

partner involved with the team from the

early stages of planning. In addition to

career transition services, an outplacement

partner also brings expertise in layoff and

notification strategies, communication

scripts, support for managers and staff, and

communications with “survivors” in the

aftermath of a downsizing.

Identify planning team members as soon as

you know there’s been a decision to

conduct layoffs. 

There is much to think through and prepare,

so the sooner the team can begin working,

the better.
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weekdays afterward to address

unexpected issues that may arise.

Conducting notifications early in the

week will also give exiting employees

the opportunity to start outplacement

services right away and will give you

the rest of the week to communicate

with and support your remaining

employees.

Notification Process – If you are

laying off multiple employees, one

question is whether to notify them all

together or to do so separately. If an

entire team or department is being

terminated, it can be best to notify

them together as a group followed up

by one-on-one meetings to discuss

individual separation information.

Otherwise, you will likely want to

notify people in one-on-one

meetings.  Charting the timing and

flow of one-on-one notification

meetings helps the notifications to go

as smoothly as possible.

For each person who will be 

NOTIFICATION
STRATEGY AND PLAN

A core responsibility for the planning team

is to determine the strategy and actions to

carry out terminations in a careful and

compassionate manner.  Key items to think

through include:

Timing – Identify the day and time

you will notify employees that they

are being let go.  Consider notifying

employees at the beginning of the

month so that health insurance

benefits can continue through the

end of the month. If that’s not

possible, consider making the last

official day of work on the first of the

next month to allow a full month of

benefits.

We also suggest selecting a day early

in the week so that you will have
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terminated, identify who will do the

notifying. If you are notifying a whole group

or multiple groups, you will likely want a

senior leader to communicate to them,

together with an HR person. If the

notifications are done in one-on-one

meetings, the employee’s direct manager is

typically the one who has the conversation.

When impacted employees are working

remotely, it is best to hold notification

meetings in person if at all possible.

Meeting in person shows that the company

cares and provides better opportunities to

provide support. We are in the midst of the

global Covid-19 pandemic as we write this

ebook, and at this time, the vast majority of

notifications cannot occur in person.

When it is not possible to meet in person, a

video or phone call will suffice. We certainly

advise against notifying employees via text

or email (yes, it does happen). 

Also consider who else you want on hand

during and immediately following

notifications.

Other managers, HR professionals and

your outplacement partner can play

valuable supportive roles during

notifications.  Giving departing

employees an opportunity to talk with

someone immediately following

notifications shows compassion and

helps them begin to process what’s

happening.

Communications – Communications

are extremely important in getting

through layoffs successfully. You will

want to draft communication

guidelines and a script for managers

and anyone else who may lead a

notification meeting. Having a script

prepared helps keep the messaging

consistent and professional. The

script needs to directly convey what

is happening by:

Communicating the corporate
decision,

Providing critical facts clearly,

Presenting the decision as final
and non-negotiable,

Offering support and
encouragement for future
job success, and

Instructing an employee on
what to do next.

Instruct notifiers to avoid making

promises that they can’t keep, such

as “as soon as business picks back up,

we’ll rehire you.” Input from legal and

HR is essential in developing the

guidelines for notifications to ensure

you are following regulations and not

putting the company at risk.

Also prepare to communicate on

notification day with the employees

who remain. Communications with

remaining employees can happen

with teams, departments or, in the

case of smaller companies, with all

the remaining employees together. 

 These employees are likely to see or

at least sense that something big is

happening, and it is important for

them to hear from their leaders what

it is, why the layoffs are taking place,

what it means for them, and what’s



next. Give them a chance to ask

questions and respond openly and

honestly. Identify exactly when and

where these sessions will take place

and who will lead them.
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Leaving the building/
opportunities to return to the
building

Transportation home (keep in
mind that not everyone drives
their own vehicle)

Medical contingencies

meeting, review guidelines and

talking points together, have a

chance to ask questions, and practice

notification discussions through

exercises such as role playing.

Exit plans – Planning for the details

of notification day includes how

employees will gather their

belongings and depart the

organization. Some considerations

for exit plans include:

Cleaning out desk/boxes

Phone/voicemail/email

Computer access

ID/security codes/credit
cards/keys/cell phone/company
vehicle/laptop/PDA

Receptionist and work area
responses to future telephone
calls and inquiries for the
departed employees

“Goodbyes” with remaining
employees

Communications with
spouse/child/family member
working at company

We do not recommend walking

employees out as if they are

criminals. Show them respect and

compassion by giving them privacy to

collect their things and leave in a

dignified manner.

Training for managers – For most

managers, terminating employees is

one of the most difficult activities

that they ever have to do. A

workshop or training session that

helps managers learn to have

effective termination discussions can

be extremely valuable. They can hear

from an instructor exactly how to act

and what to say during a termination

Severance Provisions – Losing a job

is painful and often devastating for

employees. While companies are not

legally required to offer severance

unless it is specified by a labor union

agreement, doing so lessens some of

the pain for departing employees and

shows that you care about them. It

generates goodwill toward the

company and minimizes hidden costs

such as a tarnished reputation and

potential legal action. 

Determining severance may or may

not be the responsibility of the

planning team, but it is something the

team may be able to make

recommendations about. They at

least need to be aware of and

incorporate severance provisions

into planning and communications.
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Outplacement services – Like

severance, outplacement services

are not required by law in the United

States, but demonstrate that you

care about the well-being of your

exiting employees. Working with a

career transition coach helps people

gain a sense of control within what is

often an overwhelming, emotional

situation. Individuals who receive the

benefit of working with a career

coach land in new roles more quickly

than if they were searching for a job

on their own. In fact, research tells us

that people land new jobs five times

more quickly with outplacement

support than without it.

Outplacement services come in a

variety of forms and offerings, so

carefully consider what kind of

outplacement provider and services

you want and need. For more

detailed information, see ICC’s ebook

“Choosing An Outplacement

Partner: A Guide To Getting The

Most Of Your Partnership.”

CONDUCTING
NOTIFICATIONS

Notification day itself should be planned

out in as much detail as possible around the

list described above. When the day arrives,

remember that it is so important to

maintain an attitude of respect and

compassion toward employees who are

being forced to leave. They are human

beings who have given their time and

commitment to the organization and have

been delivered what is often an unexpected

and devastating blow. You don’t want to

make it any worse for them by treating

them poorly.

For the notification meetings themselves,

plan a private setting with at least two

chairs, a desk or a table, and with no

windows facing work areas.

The room should have a telephone and all

necessary materials: tissues, cups and a

pitcher of water. We recommend that this

meeting not be held in the employee’s

office or in a room where peers might be 

able to observe the employee’s reaction

during or while exiting from the meeting.

 

When there are numerous employees

involved in the layoff, we suggest that you

create a very specific schedule.  Each

meeting should be planned for no longer

than 20 minutes.

Thorough planning helps notification day go

as smoothly as possible.  At the same time,

our experience is that it never goes exactly

as anticipated.  Any number of unexpected

challenges and issues can emerge during a

layoff: people who are part of the

notification may call in sick or be away on

vacation, other unrelated emergencies can

arise. We have had clients whose IT teams

cut off service the day before the layoffs so

people knew something was up. So remain

flexible and anticipate issues will arise and

the unexpected may happen.

https://innovateicc.com/choosing-an-outplacement-partner-a-guide-to-getting-the-most-of-your-partnership/
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ORGANIZATIONAL
RENEWAL

Throughout this ebook, we have included

consideration of the employees who are not

being laid off.  It is essential to pay attention

to employees who remain and not assume

that they will be fine simply because they

still have a job. These are the people you

need to stay engaged and continue working

to carry your business into the

future.

Recognize that a downsizing is a significant

and difficult organizational change for

remaining employees to go through. The

work world as they knew it is gone, they

may have lost colleagues who they liked and

who were friends, and the future is likely to

seem uncertain. Many may experience

“survivor guilt” and/or fear that more

layoffs are to come and that their jobs could  

be in jeopardy. On top of the difficult

emotions is often additional workload since

there are now fewer employees to get work

done.

this, prepare and plan what you need to do

and how you will do it from beginning

through renewal.

To learn how ICC can be your partner

during layoffs, please visit:

www.innovateicc.com, call 855-865-4400

or email at info@innovateicc.com.

__

[i] Metro Denver Economic Development

Corporation, July, 2017

Understanding what surviving employees

are going through, openly and honestly

communicating with them, staying

connected, and – when the time is right –

helping them to focus on the vision and

activities that will move the company

forward are all essential to helping these

employees stay engaged. A good

outplacement partner can support you

through the renewal process, and we

discuss this topic in more detail in our

ebook “Don’t Overlook Your Survivors:

How to Support Remaining Employees

After A Layoff.” Together you can move into

a new phase of renewal where your

employees, teams and organization are

stronger and better than before.

 

Even if it isn’t on your immediate horizon, a

downsizing is something that should not be

handled last minute. Don’t opt for an “aim-

fire-ready” approach. For your

organization’s reputation and the future

success of your business, it is crucial that a

downsizing go as well as possible. To ensure 

https://innovateicc.com/dont-overlook-your-survivors-how-to-support-remaining-employees-after-a-layoff
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